We have constructed an asymmetric matter-wave beam splitter and a ring potential on an atom chip by applying rffield parallel to the quantization axis added to perpendicular rf-fields. Versatile controllability on the potentials can be obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the coupling between a static field and rf-fields depends critically on the vector characteristics of the rffields, controlling the vector texture is the key elements for versatility of the rf-induced potentials [1] . We were able to obtaine the versatility by applying three rf-fields.
II. THEORY
We create the rf-dressed potentials by combining a static magnetic trap B S (r) with rf-fields B rf with frequency ω rf and relative phase shifts, δ and δ z .
B S (r) = Gxe x − Gye y + B I e z (1) B rf = B rf e x cos ω rf t ( ) + B rf e y cos ω rf t − δ ( )
G is the gradient of the static trap, B I is the magnitude of the Ioffe field, B rf and B rf .z are the amplitudes of the rf fields and t is time. According to [1] , the corresponding rf-induced potentials can be written as
, where m F is the magnetic quantum number, g F is the 
For double well potentials, the asymmetry term is reduced as, when δ z = 0 ,
For a ring potential, δ = π / 2 , the asymmetry term can be denoted as
From Eq. (4)- (6), we can obtain the controllable asymmetry of the rf-induced potentials with the amplitude and relative phase of the rf-field which is parallel to the local static field in the vicinity of the trap minima, B rf .z and δ z . Fig. 1 is the schematic of the atom chip for asymmetric rf-induced potentials. A broad ( 100 μm ) central trap wire carries a dc current and is used together with an external bias field to produce an Ioffe-Pritchard trapping potential. Smaller ( 50 μm ) wires on each side provide the oscillating magnetic fields that create the adiabatic rfinduced potentials [2] . Running dc and rf-currents through the dimple wire is used for enhancing the longitudinal confinement as well as controlling the asymmetry of the rf-induced potentials by manipulating oscillating homogeneous field along z-direction in the vicinity of the static potential minima, respectively. For this study, we prepare a quasi-1D Bose gas of ~2 × 10 4 87 Rb atoms in the F = m F = 2 hyperfine state in an elongated (along the z direction) magnetic microtrap on an atom chip. The detailed apparatus and procedures we use for creating BEC are described elsewhere [3, 4] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND RESULTS

A. Atom chip and BEC preparation
Seung Jin Kim*, Seok Tae Gang*, Hoon Yu**, and Jung Bog Kim* Fig. 1 . Schematic of the atom chip for asymmetric rf-induced potentials.
B. Asymmetry checking procedure
As the trapping region of the rf-induced potentials is a few μm scale, spatial distribution of BEC on the potentials can not be directly resolved with our imaging system. In order to monitor the spatial distribution, we induced momentum on the atoms by turning off the rffield keeping the static magnetic trap turned on [5] .
C. Asymmetric double well
The asymmetry of the double well can be modulated with the rf-current through the dimple wire. Population ratio and the tilting angle along the two wells were measured by counting the numbers and positionmeasurement of the atoms in m F = 1 and 2 states from each well. The positions of the each well are almost not perturbed while the asymmetry of the double well modulated for wide range. Non-linearity of the dependency in the case of vertical double well can be understood as the sagging due to gravity. 
D. Ring potential on an atom chip
Even though a ring potential on an atom chip was suggested in Ref. [1] , it had not been achieved due to gravity and inhomogeneous coupling strength of the rffield. We were able to implement a ring potential on an atom chip by compensating the anisotropy problem due to the obstacles with the rf-currents through dimple wire (Fig. 3) . The directions of the tilt can be modulated with the relative phase of the rf-current through the dimple wire ( δ d ). In addition, the angular velocity of the tilted ring potential can be controlled with frequency difference between I rf and I rf d . 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have constructed an asymmetric matter-wave beam splitter and a ring potential on an atom chip with BECs using rf-dressing. By applying additional rf-field parallel to the quantization axis in the vicinity of the static trap minima added to perpendicular rf-fields, versatile controllability on the potentials can be realized. Asymmetry of the rf-induced double well can be manipulated without discernible displacement of the each well along horizontal and vertical direction. Formation of an isotropic ring potential on an atom chip is achieved by compensating the gradient due to gravity and inhomogeneous coupling strength. In addition, position and velocity of a BEC along the ring geometry are controlled by the relative phase and the frequency difference between the rf-fields, respectively.
